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MORF Ultra-Thin
AcrylCover 92mm hole,

Black

Special Price

$4.95 was

$9.95

Product Images

Short Description

AC Ryan MORF psu modding pioneered the psu modding market with psu modding kits. The MORF
AcrylCover is a series that easily lets you change the look of your psu dramatically.

Description

AC Ryan MORF psu modding pioneered the psu modding market with psu modding kits. The MORF AcrylCover is a series that
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easily lets you change the look of your psu dramatically.

The MORF AcrylCover is designed to replace your existing psu cover* to give you a new-look see through or UVactive power
supply.

* note: opening your psu cover will typically void your power supply warranty - which is not news for those familiar with modding...
most modding does void warranty anyway - it's part and parcel of the adventures of modding, experimenting and reaching for
extremes. So know what you are doing and if doubt, ask someone who knows what they are doing.

Specifications

Choice of colors
MORF Acrylcover is available in Clear, Black, UVBlue, UVGreen, UVOrange to suit the color theme of you mod. Note: UVBlue is
Clear (with a slight tinge of blue) in daylight and glows UVBlue in UV light.

140/92
140mm : models fit most standard power supplies that are 140mm in depth (or sometimes called length) - including Enermax
Noisetaker, Thermaltake Purepower etc. 92 blowhole : precut to fit a 92mm fan, combine with the range of 92mm Blackfire4 fans
for a great effect.

Trimmed sides for standard ATX 150mm width
Unlike most other acrylic covers, the MORF AcrylCovers are trimmed on the sides to fit into your PSU. So they do not add any extra
width to the psu. With other acrylic covers, they typically add up to 4mm to the width of the psu (from 150mm to 154mm) making
it impossible to install the psu in some casings. With MORF AcrylCover, your psu remains 150mm - the standard ATX size which
will fit into all casings.

What's inside?
- MORF AcrylCover : 2mm acryl with trimmed side edges
- 4 power supply fan screws for mounting fans
- 4 strips of double-sided adhesive (for general purpose, if you should need them)

Additional Information

Brand AC Ryan

SKU ACR-MF30802-D

Weight 1.0000

Color Black

Case Accessory Type PSU Accessories

Special Price $4.95
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